It is shown that the gauge invariance of massle~s spin i field is not consistent with the vector-spinor transformation property of the field components when we start from the ordinary Rarita-Schwinger equation. The assumptions used in the proof are (i) existence of the vacuum state (ii) existence of a unitary representation of the Poincare group and (iii) analytic behavior of the two-point function. In o'rder to avoid the difficulty we generalize the Rarita-Schwinger equation so that redundant spin t parts are contained. The propagator is found with the aid of the reciprocal operator with respect to the linear operation appearing in the generalized field equation. Stueckelberg formalism is also proposed for the generalized system. § 1. Introduction
In connection with the U (6, 6) hadron model the Bargmann-Wigner form of field equation 1 ) has offered a promising approach for the description of strong interaction symmetries. It is well known that these multi-spinor field equations are equivalent to other forms of field equations. For instance, the Bargmann- Wigner formulation for fields with spin t is equivalent to the Rarita-Schwinger formulation.
)
When attempts are made to formulate relativistic 'quantum field theories of higher spin particles we have always met with difficulties. The difficulties in the case of the Rarita-Schwinger formulation for the massive spin -~ field are extensively discussed by Johnson and Sudarshan. 3 ) They showed that the existence of constraint equations which are consistent only with the free-field equations precludes the introduction of interactions. The constraints we!e necessary for the following reason. In general, the Lagrangian density for the field is described by L= -tC¢"2l#f)#cjJ~f),}i"2l#cjJ) +H,
where H is an invariant function of the field component cj J and of the other fields to which they are coupled. In order that the. orthodox quantization is carried out for the particle with higher spin, the matrix ~XO is singular and a restriction is imposed so that the submatrix of ~o for the highest spin part is positive definite. § 1. Introduction
where H is an invariant function of the field component cj J and of the other fields to which they are coupled. In order that the. orthodox quantization is carried out for the particle with higher spin, the matrix ~XO is singular and a restriction is imposed so that the submatrix of ~o for the highest spin part is positive definite.
In order to get rid of the above difficulty Munczek proposed a tentative method. 5 ) That is, following the line of Lee and Yang's ';-limiting formalism 6 ) for vector mesons, he generalized the Rarita-Schwinger equation and carried out the quantization before taking the limit (= original Rarita-Schwinger form) by introducing a negative metric in the Hilbert space for one of redundant spin t fields. The usual difficulties due to the indefinite metric are ,avoided by the limiting process after the quantization. Although this method is not orthodox we are obliged to rely upon such a expedient one to quantize the fields with higher spins, since we are ignorant of the legitimate method.
In the case of massless spin t field there arises a ful'ther difficulty in addition to that of Johnson and Sudarshan. As shown by Bender and lvIcCoy7) the energy density does not commute with itself at space-like separation, does not transform as a tensor and is not gauge-invariant. Moreover, as will be shown in § 2, there exists more primitive difficulty similar to what happens in the case of the electromagnetic field. In the latter case Strocchi has shown that the Maxwell equation cannot be regarded as an operator equation for the quantized electromagnetic potential. 8 ) In the case of massless spin t field, it is showJ;1 that the gauge invariance requires that the spin t part of field components is zero as operator. It appears to us that the difficulties are due to the employment of the wrong equations for massless fields. That is, it will be due to taking the ordinary Rarita-Sehwinger equation with m = 0 as 'starting equations (corresponds to the massless vector meson equation in the electromagnetic case). We cannot there find proper propagator for such massless field equation. To overcome these difficulties we shall use general covariant gauges by extending the field equation as in Munczek?s formulation for massive spin t field.
,The generalized Rarita-Schwinger equation will have more physical contents than the original one. Correspondingly, the propagator for the generalized equation has a complicated form. Munczek found it by superposing the original propagator plus those for two additional spin t fields. ,There is, however, a question as to whether his propagator is unique or not. Furthermore, his method is not applicable to the massless case, since the counterpart of the propagator does not exist for ,the original massless Rarita-Schwingerequation. Therefore, we shall, in § 3, find the propagator by using the Takahashi-Umezawa method.
From this result, the propagator for the massless case is given straightforwardly. It is shown,that we cannot apply both the mass-limiting and ';-limiting processes at a time. Section 4 is devoted to the Stueckelberg formalism for the massless spin ! field in the general covariant gauge. § 2. Difficulty of the gauge problem in massless case
We now show that there exists a diffieulty similar to what happens m the electromagnetic case pointed out by Strocchi. 8 ) Our starting field equation for the massless spm t field IS 
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)
From this result, the propagator for the massless case is given straightforwardly. It is shown,that we cannot apply both the mass-limiting and ';-limiting processes at a time. 
The former is the original Rarita-Schwinger type. The latter has an advantage in that the projection matrices f6r the two sets of spin t components are of simple forms . . As in the ordinary axiomatic field theory, we shall assume (i) the existence of the vacuum· which is invariant under the Poincare group, and (ii) the existence of a unitary rel?resentation of Poincare group such that ¢I" transforms as vector-spinor. Now, we consider two-point vacuum expectation function: (2 ·4) From the transformation character of ¢ I" and ¢I':
where DI (x -x'), "', D IO (x -x') are Lorentz invariant and analy~ic in the forward tube. (The proof is carried out in a similar way as Strocchi.)
In the massless spin ! field, the gauge invariance means that the two equations (2 ·1) with different A's and B's but satisfying (2 ·2) give the equivalent descriptions. Especially, as such two equations, we can take the ones given by . (? 3). Accordingly, the gauge invariance leads to the. condition that the twopoint function D 1"1' must satisfy the following equation:
The operator on DVlT is rewritten as (2 ·6) 
Substituting (2 ·10) into (2·9), we have 
from which by multiplying r;x., and taking spur. one gets opOvO;x.,D2(x-x') =0.
This eq~ation admits the following solution:
where a pv , a;x., and C2 are constants. The Lorentz invariance of D 2 (:-c-x') requires a;x., = 0, a pv = a1/pv (a: const), (2 ·16) where ' fJ pv is metric tensor. The COllstant C2 contributes nothing to the twopoint function D pv (x -x'). Thus, the part D%2 of the two-point function which contributes to spin! part has a very simple form:
where 1/%2 means symbolical metric tensor in the subspace of spin! part (which is written as P%2 in (2·7)).
Here, we assume that the energy-momentum tensor for spin l field is constructed by the usual method for massive case and given by7) T 3 / 2 _1.;;;;x.,
onJ.,
where ¢ /12 = P%2¢V. The massless condition (?JI o , T~3/2?J1o) = 0 leads to a=O.
Hence, we obtain (2 ·18)
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which reduces to
On contracting j1 with V in (2·9), one has
which suggests, from the Federbush-Johnson theorem/a)
T'1!v2=0.
Accordingly, we may conclude that ¢p,3/2 does not describe the physical massless spin ~ particle.
In the above discussion, there arises a question as to whether the form of the energy-momentum tensor (2· 18) has a meaning also in the massless case and a problem concerning its local property. We, therefore, discuss them from another viewpoint. In addition to the axioms (i) and (ii) we postulate (iii) the following asymptotic behavior of two-point function in space-like directions: (2 ·22) at Ix-x'l~oo. If the local property of operator A (x) is postulated, it has been proved by Araki, Hepp and Ruelle
III the case where the lowest mass is zero. Instead of this, we, here, assume the weaker condition (2·22). If the assumption (iii) is accepted, (2·22) requires a=O. (2 ·23) Consequ~ntly, (2· 17) means (2 ·24) This'shows that one cannot describe spin ~ massless field by ¢//2. It may be concluded that the vector-spinor character is inconsistent with gauge invariance. In the following, we shall then extend the field equation and consider in the general gauge to avoid the difficulty. § 3. Propagator for the generalized Rarita-Schwinger equation
The result of § 2 shows that the propagation function or relativistic anticommutation relation may not exist for the massless spin ~ field satisfying (2 ·1) with' (2·2). As will later be shown concretely, one cannot get the propagator for massless field as a massless limit of the propagator for ordinary massive Rarita-Schwinger equation. We therefore find it as a massless limit of that for the generalized Rarita-Schwinger equation:
where A, Band C are real constants.-To involve the redundant spin t fields with non-zero norms, we -remove the GQnciition (2· 2) and put
To remove the· secondary constraint and permit to involve several mass states, we Impose
Consequently there anses no difficulty discussed by Johnson and Sudarshan.
3 )
An attempt has been made to quantize the generalized massive equation by Munczek.
)
As mentioned in § 1, there is a question as to whether his method is unique and his method is not applicable to the massless case. Therefore, we here· find the propagation function for the generalized Rarita-Schwinger equation following the Takahashi-Umezawa method.
g )
Since the propagator of the massless field. can be now obtained straightforwardly from the result of massive case, we first treat the massive field satisfying (3 ·1) with (3·2).
In order to find the propagator we must seek for a reciprocal operator dl"v (0) satisfying (3·5) **)
For this purpose, it is convenient to consider in momentum space. We here assume that the spin! part has a unique mass state. To find a reciprocal operator we put dl"v(k) = {i(y!?) -m}P~!;(k)+aYI"Yv+bYfl(yk)Yv+ckl"kv+dkl"(yk)kv + ey I" (yk) kv + Jkl" (yk) Yv + gy I"kv + hkl"Yv , (3 ·6) where P~;(k) is the projection operator on the spin! part and gnTen by (3 ·7) 111 which k 2 = kl"kl". 
*) If ~ = 1} = 0, one gets r}"¢},, = 8>"¢>.. = ° from the field equation (see, (3 ·11) ) . This is a characteristic of the ordinary massive. Rarita-Schwinger equation.
**) In the multi-mass case, (3, 5) should be replaced by
which was proposed by Umezawa and Visconti (Nucl. Phys. 1 (1956) , 348) . Since the ,mass spectrum is unknown, we tentatively use (3, 5) . The essential difference does not appear except for the relation between the propagator and the reciprocal operator dl"u (d. (3:13) ).
which was proposed by Umezawa and Visconti (Nucl. Phys. 1 (1956) , 348) . Since the ,mass spectrum is unknown, we tentatively use (3, 5 
D=4C+1=4(f+71) -3(2A+1)2. (3.8")
It is evident that the result (3·8) is also applicable to the massless case provided f~O. In order to compare it with the case f = 71 = 0 it is convenient to write . . in the following form:
. 
+i{[4(f+'lJ)2-3(8A 2 +8A+1) (f+71) +9(2A+1)2(A+1)AJm 2 + [f 2 -3 A(A+1)f+ 3 (A+1) 2 'lJJP}mr"rv . +t{.[4(f+71)2-12(2A+1) (A+1) (f+'lJ) -3f+9(2A+l)2(A+1)2Jm 2 + [e-3(A+ 1)2fJk2}r,,(rk)rv
+-~{[4(f+71)2-12(2A+1) (A+1) (f+71) -3f-+-9(2A+1)2(A+1)2Jm 2 + [f2-3 (A + 1) 2f J k 2 } r" (rk) tv ~2{[4(f+71)2-,-3(4A+3) (2A+ 1) (f+71) + ~ (2A+ 1)3 (A+ 1) ]m2 + [e--~-(2A+1) (A+1)f]P} (r"kv+kf<rv) -i{D 2 m 2 + [4f2-3(2A+ 1)2 f + 6(2A+ 1) (A+ 1)71]k2}~ k 2 X {r" (rk) kv + kf< (rk) tv} J (3·8') in which L1 = D21n4 + 2 {Df + 271 2 } m 2 k 2 + f2 (k 2 ) \
D=4C+1=4(f+71) -3(2A+1)2. (3.8")
+i{[4(f+'lJ)2-3(8A 2 +8A+1) (f+71) +9(2A+1)2(A+1)AJm 2 + [f 2 -3 A(A+1)f+ 3 (A+1) 2 'lJJP}mr"rv . +t{.[4(f+71)2-12(2A+1) (A+1) (f+'lJ) -3f+9(2A+l)2(A+1)2Jm 2 + [e-3(A+ 1)2fJk2}r,,(rk)rv
From the equation L1 = 0 we have four mass states ± j111, ± M2 where .lv1}
and M22 are solutions of the equation
The appearance of four mass states \\7ith spin t is seen also from the following fact. From (3 ·1) with tn~O ,and f~O we have (3 ·11) from which the following equation is derived 
The appearance of four mass states \\7ith spin t is seen also from the following fact. From (3 ·1) with tn~O ,and f~O we have (3 ·11) from which the following equation is derived
where Ao, Bo and Co satisfy the' conditions (2·2) and Ao + 2Bo +-C o = 0 . The representation (3 ·13) with (3 ·14) is nothing but the generalization of Munczek's one.
Since the sign of Nl is opposite to that of N 2 , it is necessary to introduce the indefinite metric in the Hilbert space.
The propagator in the coordinate space, to be used in the S-matrix calculation, is given by
It has been known that the above propagator is very suitable to the perturbation calculation (as for the meaning of <the symbol P*, see, reference 9)).
In the above, the propagator of the spin ! part is constructed from the first term of (3·9). That is, its representation in the coordinate space has been given by the first term of (3 ·15). The field equation which leads to it is (3 ·1) wi th A = -B = C = -1. Instead, we shall now postulate that the spin ! propagator is defined in terms of the first term of (3·8), i.e.
(3 ·16)
This propagator can be considered to be constructed with the aid of d;C2 satisfying
[{i(rk) + m} r;/' + iA (r/Lk). +k/Lr).) + iBr/L(rk)r).+ mCr/Lr).] d}',/2 = -(k 2 +m 2 )P;C2(k)
( 3 ·17) with arbitrary constants A, Band C. In this case, the propagator for spin i-
is given by (3·8'), is expressed as
The first term D~v (k) is represented· as (3 ·13) with (3 ·14), while the other terms involve dipole ghosts. This will be taken into consideration in th<e Stueckelbetg formalism for the massless spin ! field in the gelleral gauge. § 4. Stueckelherg formalism for the generalized massless field
The difficulty in the massless case can be considered to stern from the fact that the proper propagator satisfying (3·5) does not exist for the massless case (2 ·1) with the restriction (2·2). In fact, on putting m =0 in (3·8), we have 796
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The representation (3 ·13) with (3 ·14) is nothing but the generalization of Munczek's one.
(3 ·16)
[{i(rk) + m} r;/' + iA (r/Lk). +k/Lr).) + iBr/L(rk)r).+ mCr/Lr).] d}',/2 = -(k 2 +m 2 )P;C2(k)
The difficulty in the massless case can be considered to stern from the fact that the proper propagator satisfying (3·5) does not exist for the massless case (2 ·1) with the restriction (2·2). In fact, on putting m =0 in (3·8), we have
If ~ == 0, the dfJ-"Ck, m = 0) becomes singular. This is nothing but an expression of the curious feature mentioned in § 2.
We shall now take ~~O. To const:ruct the Stueckelberg formalism for the field characterized by the propagator (4 ·1), we rewrite it as
In a special gauge of our· general ones, we have which corresponds to the propagator of photon in the Landau gauge: {iJfJ-"
In order to contain both the case of (4·4) and of ~-,>O, we confine ourselves to (4·5) An attempt has been made to construct the Stueckelberg formalism for the original massive Rarita-Schwinger equation by Watanabe, Shimodaira and Kamefuchi.
12
) " The above forms of dfJ-"(k, m =0) show that dfJ-j/?-2 cannot be expressed in the form of (3 ·13) with (3 ·14). Furthermore, since our dfJ-" (k) contains 1/ P we must introduce the dipole ghost as in the Froissart model. 13 ) (The similar situation appeared in the quantization of the electromagnetic field in the general gauge.
14 » Therefore, it is necessary to start from the coupled system in order· to develop the Stueckelberg formalism for the massless field in the general gauge.
We start from the system described by the following Lagrangian:·
where). is a constant with dimension L -1. The field equations f.or </JfJ-' ¢, ' P and <j J are derived from (4·6) as .
(rfJ)<jJfJ-=O; (rfJ)cjJ =0 ; 
.
The anti-commutation relations which are consistent 'with (4·7) and non-. vanishing are
where
The anti-commutation relation {<jJ (x), (j) (x')} indicates that there appears a dipole ghost. This' situation necessitates the introduction of an indefinite lnetric in the Hilbert space.
We now represent the generalized massless Rarita-Schwinger field ¢I" by the following linear combination: (4 ·10) In which c, a and (3 are, in general, dimensionless complex constants. Comparing {¢I"(x) , ¢~(x')} calculated in terms of (4·9) with the form (4·2), we have (4 ·11) and'
except for an arbitrary phase factor common to a and;3. Though our ¢I" is defined so that its anti-commutator is' in accord with dl"~/ P where dl"~ is inverse to A~~=1jI"~(ra) +A(rl"a~+al"r~) +Brl"(ra)r~, ¢;.t does not necessarily satisfy 111 the massless case. . It is' easily seen that (4 ·13 
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except for an arbitrary phase factor common to a and;3. Though our ¢I" is defined so that its anti-commutator is' in accord with dl"~/ P where dl"~ is inverse to A~~=1jI"~(ra) +A(rl"a~+al"r~) +Brl"(ra)r~, ¢;.t does not necessarily satisfy 111 the massless case. . It is' easily seen that (4 ·13) is satisfied in a form of expectation . values for physical states discussed in the following.
In order that the ¢I" describes a spin l field, it is necessary to Impose the following supplementary condition on the physical state vector I?J!):
for any xo. In (4 ·14), (+) means the positive frequency part.. To maintain (4 ·14) for any xo, the following initial conditions must be imposed 'at Xo = 0, qJ(+) I P') = 0; ooqJ(+) \ P') = 0 , Since qJ(+) \ P') = 0 holds at any As the proper propagation function for the ordinary massless Rarita-Schwinger particle does not already exist, we derive the propagator (or anti··commutation relation) for the generalized equation with the aid of Eq. (3·5). Since we start from the generalized equation, the propagator for the massless field is straightforwardly obtained by putting m = 0 from the res~lt of ~assive case. Our system does not contain the above mentioned difficulty but in general involves dipole ghosts except for the special gauge:
In the massive case, the state with negative metric is eliminated 111 the initial and final physical states by putting ~ ~O, and the unitarity of the S~matrix holds as in the theory of Lee ahd Yang. 6 ) On the other hand, the ~-limiting process does not play such a role in the massless case. Moreover, one cal1not put ~~O.
Therefore, we impose the subsidiary condition (4 ·17) in place of the ~-limiting process.
The reason why we stand on the present procedure may be more comprehen-. sible if one remembers the situatiOl~ of the electromagnetic case. In terms of the vector potential A#, the Maxwell equation is . W ehave shown that the gauge invariance of massless spin -~field is not consistent with the transformation property (vector-spinor) of field components ¢#, if we start with the equation obtained by putting m = 0 ~n the ordinary Rarita-Schwingei' . equation. To avoid this difficulty we generalize the RaritaSchwinger equation so that ~=\=O and 'lJ=\=O for both massless and massive cases. As the proper propagation function for the ordinary massless Rarita-Schwinger particle does not already exist, we derive the propagator (or anti··commutation relation) for the generalized equation with the aid of Eq. (3·5). Since we start from the generalized equation, the propagator for the massless field is straightforwardly obtained by putting m = 0 from the res~lt of ~assive case. Our system does not contain the above mentioned difficulty but in general involves dipole ghosts except for the special gauge:
The reason why we stand on the present procedure may be more comprehen-. sible if one remembers the situatiOl~ of the electromagnetic case. In terms of the vector potential A#, the Maxwell equation is . Except for the case (= 1, there appears the dipole ghost and then supplementary condition is necessary to remove them. The case (=-1 is nothing but the Lorentz gauge. This corresponds to our special case given by (5 ·1). Another special 'gauge in the electromagnetic field is the so-called Landau gauge in which the propagator is given from (5·4) by (-) 00. The corresponding field equation then has a very curious form. It means that there is no direct relation between the quantization procedure in this gauge and the operator form of the classical field equatioi1. In order to get the propagator in the Landau gauge the following method seems to be promising (corresponds to the method mentioned at the end of § 3, d. (3 ·17) ). We start from (5·4) and find the inverse operator d#v from (5 ·5) where lJ~v is the symbolical metric tensor in the subspace of spin 1 part (whose representation in -the momentum space is F;v = IJ!-'v -k#kv/ k}). In this subspace, d#v is given by lJ~v from which the propagator in the Landau gauge is derived.
The appearance of (-independent propagator results from the fact that we restrict ourselves only to the spin 1 subspace. Also, under this restriction, there arises no difficulty discussed by Strocchi or necessity of ihtroducing the dipole ghost.
Within the framework of the present formalism the difficulty concerning the electromagnetic interaction argued by Johnson and Sudarshan 3 ) does not appear in their original form. We do not know whether this will appear in another form. -This pro blem . will be discussed on another occaSSlOn.
(5·4)
Except for the case (= 1, there appears the dipole ghost and then supplementary condition is necessary to remove them. The case (=-1 is nothing but the Lorentz gauge. This corresponds to our special case given by (5 ·1). Another special 'gauge in the electromagnetic field is the so-called Landau gauge in which the propagator is given from (5·4) by (-) 00. The corresponding field equation then has a very curious form. It means that there is no direct relation between the quantization procedure in this gauge and the operator form of the classical field equatioi1. In order to get the propagator in the Landau gauge the following method seems to be promising (corresponds to the method mentioned at the end of § 3, d. (3 ·17) ). We start from (5·4) and find the inverse operator d#v from (5 ·5) where lJ~v is the symbolical metric tensor in the subspace of spin 1 part (whose representation in -the momentum space is F;v = IJ!-'v -k#kv/ k}). In this subspace, d#v is given by lJ~v from which the propagator in the Landau gauge is derived.
